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Abstract. The continuing development of new and fundamentally differ-
ent classes of imaging spectrometers has increased the complexity of
the field of imaging spectrometry. The rapid pace at which new terminol-
ogy is introduced to describe the new types of imaging spectrometers
sometimes leads to confusion, particularly in discussions of the relative
merits of the different types. In some cases, multiple different terms are
commonly used to describe the same fundamental approach, and it is
not always clear when these terms are synonymous. Other terminology
in common use is overly broad. When a single term may encompass
instruments that operate in fundamentally different ways, important dis-
tinctions may be obscured. In the interest of clarifying the terminology
used in imaging spectrometry, we present a comprehensive system for
classification of imaging spectrometers based on two fundamental prop-
erties: the method by which they scan the object spatially, and the
method by which they obtain spectral information. © 2005 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1813441]

Subject terms: imaging spectrometry, imaging spectrometer; hyperspectral imag-
ing; hyperspectral imagery; hyperspectral imager; remote sensing.
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Imaging spectrometers are designed to measure the ener
or quanta collected from an object as a function of two
spatial and one spectral dimension. The resulting 3-D
dataset is often referred to as an object cube or data cub
To be truly an imaging spectrometer, the spatial sampling
provided by the instrument must be essentially continuous
a multiobject spectrograph, which acquires spectra from
sparse array of positions across the field of the object, is no
an imaging spectrometer in the strict definition of the term,
since it cannot provide what would generally be considered
images. If an absolute radiometric calibration is also pro
vided, then the instrument is an imaging spectroradiomete
though this term is seldom used.

Imaging spectrometers used for remote sensing may b
divided into classes based on two aspects: the method b
which they achieve spatial discrimination, and the method
by which they achieve spectral discrimination. Methods of
acquiring spatial information include whiskbroom, push-
broom, framing, and the relatively new class we refer to as
windowing. In our taxonomy, a whiskbroom-scanning in-
strument employs a zero-dimensional or spot or point field
of-view ~FOV!, which scans the object in both the along-
track and cross-track directions, while a pushbroom-
scanning instrument employs a 1-D FOV, which is scanne
in only one direction. Typically the scan direction for a
pushbroom-scanning instrument is the along-track direc
tion, but there are examples of pushbroom instruments tha
scan in the cross-track direction.1 While the latter have
sometimes been referred to as whiskbroom rather tha
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pushbroom, the distinction between a zero-dimensio
FOV scanned in two directions versus a 1-D FOV scann
in one direction is the more fundamental distinction, so
classify all imaging spectrometers with a 1-D FOV as pu
broom instruments, regardless of the direction of the sc
ning motion. It should also be noted that it is the shape
the FOV that determines the spatial discrimination class
most pushbroom instruments this restriction of the FOV
obtained by placing a slit aperture in an intermediate fo
plane, but any other method of restricting the FOV to
essentially 1-D will put the instrument in the pushbroo
class.

A framing instrument employs a 2-D FOV, which re
mains fixed on the object during acquisition, though m
tiple acquisitions may be required to cover an object
general length in the along-track direction. We use ‘‘fram
ing’’ as synonymous to ‘‘staring,’’ but prefer the forme
term since if the scene to be observed is longer than
length of a single FOV, then multiple frames must be a
quired and thus framing seems a clearer description.
use the term windowing to describe the relatively new cl
of instruments that employ a 2-D FOV that moves acro
the object in a continuous fashion in the along-track dir
tion. Windowing is actually distinct from the time-dela
integration technique used by some panchromatic imag
since in a windowing instrument a distinct exposure is
quired each time the FOV moves forward by one grou
sample and no integration occurs.

Methods of acquiring spectral information include th
familiar filtering, dispersive, and interferometric tec
niques. Dispersive instruments may use either a prism
grating. We define the interferometric class as Four
transform spectrometers~FTS!, which are based on two
beam interferometers such as the Michelson, Mach-Zen
-1 January 2005/Vol. 44(1)



Table 1 Classification of imaging spectrometers.
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or Sagnac. Multiple-beam interferometers such as
Fabry-Perot belong more appropriately to the filtering cla
as do interference filters, since they obtain spectral
crimination by passing at any instant only a narrow ran
of wavelengths, while blocking all other wavelengths.

This classification scheme, with examples of commo
used terms for each class, is illustrated in Table 1. Althou
there are 12 possible classes in this scheme, we are
aware of existing instruments in ten of these classes. S
of these classes are well established and are likely to
familiar: instruments in the filtering whiskbroom class a
often known as multiband radiometers, the filtering frami
class includes filter-wheel-equipped cameras, instrum
in the dispersive pushbroom class are often referred to
prism ~imaging! spectrometers or grating~imaging! spec-
trometers, and the interferometric framing class includ
the traditional imaging FTS using a Michelson interfero
eter. Other classes are relatively novel additions to the fi
The interferometric pushbroom class2,3 uses static or spa
tially modulated interferometers such as the Sagnac in
ferometer. The interferometric windowing class4,5 also uses
a static interferometer but, unlike the interferometric pu
broom spectrometer, does not require a narrow field m
~or slit!. The filtering windowing class6,7 places in an image
plane a filter designed with a passband that varies w
position. The dispersive framing class includes both ins
ments that use an image slicer to rearrange the elemen
a 2-D FOV into a 1-D form at the entrance slit of a prism
grating spectrometer,8 as well as instruments that us
crossed gratings to produce multiple projections of the
ject cube from which the elements of the object cube
estimated using tomographic algorithms.9

The classification scheme serves to group instrume
according their fundamental principles of operation, rat
than by the specific devices employed in the design.
example, instruments in the dispersive class may use e
a prism or grating. They are grouped in the same spec
class because both devices provide fundamentally the s
function to the instrument: that of sorting rays by wav
length into different angles of propagation. Similarly, i
struments using a filter wheel, an acousto-optical tuna
filter, or a liquid-crystal tunable filter all belong to the sam
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fundamental class: filtering framing. The term ‘‘band s
quential’’ has been aptly used for this class, but the la
term does not indicate the relationship of this class to ot
types of imaging spectrometers. The term ‘‘filtering fram
ing,’’ however, indicates that this class shares characte
tics in common with related classes. In common with t
related filtering windowing class, the filtering framing cla
selects only a single spectral band to reach a detector
particular instant, and in common with an interferomet
framing instrument, a filtering framing instrument also h
a 2-D FOV that remains stationary on the object duri
acquisition.

The matrix character of this classification scheme he
to clarify the principles of operation of novel instrumen
by analogy with more familiar instruments. For examp
the interferometric windowing class obtains spatial d
crimination in the same way the filtering windowing cla
does, while obtaining spectral discrimination in the sa
way as the interferometric framing class. Both filterin
windowing and interferometric windowing instruments u
a 2-D FOV that sweeps across the object~typically through
the motion of an aircraft or spacecraft platform!. In a filter-
ing windowing instrument, the detected wavelength var
as a function of position in the FOV, while in an interfero
metric windowing instrument, it is path difference that va
ies with position in the FOV. In the interferometric win
dowing class, the spectrum is obtained by applying
Fourier transform to the variation of collected energy w
path difference, in the same fashion employed by the m
familiar interferometric framing class.

This matrix classification approach also helps to dist
guish between instruments that use the same devices
operate in fundamentally different ways. For examp
Sagnac interferometers are used in both interferome
pushbroom instruments and interferometric windowing
struments, though these two classes obtain spatial infor
tion in fundamentally different ways. Michelson interfe
ometers are typically used in interferometric framin
instruments, while a Mach-Zender interferometer was u
for the first interferometric windowing instrument.4 In prin-
ciple, however, any of these three interferometers may
used for any of the four interferometric classes. Classify
-2 January 2005/Vol. 44(1)
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Sellar and Boreman: Classification of imaging spectrometers . . .
instruments by how they obtain spatial and spectral d
crimination, as we have done here, rather than by the
cific devices~i.e., the type of interferometer, type of filte
or type of disperser!, provides a more fundamental and us
ful designation.
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